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ABSTRACT 
In an attempt to study the theory of both quadratic 
forms and ideal theory, one must be familiar with some 
elementary results on quadratic forms.  The development 
of such results were originally' illustrated by H. M. Stark 
in his paper "Values of L-Functions at s =* 1".  The 
necessity of familiarity with quadratic forms is 
emphasized by Stark in a rigorous treatment of such 
forms in the second section of his paper.  Stark 
relies heavily upon notions of matrix algebra and the 
elementary algebra of quadratic forms. 
This paper is an extension of Stark's ideas to 
include both the necessary background work and complete 
any gaps in the proofs provided.  Thus the results and 
preliminary work should allow this treatment to be 
self-contained. 
Chapters III and IV clearly examine the difference 
between equivalent matrices and equivalent quadratic 
forms.  Thus the notion of equivalence must be viewed 
in the general scheme of mathematics. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is an extension of the elementary 
results on quadratic forms begun by Professor H. M. 
Stark.  In order to fully understand and appreciate 
Stark's work, one should have a complete background 
of this material.  Since Professor Stark begins his 
work dealing with the matrix algebra of the positive 
definite quadratic form, this is where our study 
should begin. 
In the two background sections, I attempt to 
first develop and display the necessary machinery 
involving matrices, more distinctly 2-by-2 matrices. 
From there, I try to give a broad concept of the develop- 
ment of the quadratic forms through the use of matrix 
algebra.  The notion of positive definiteness and the 
importance of the discriminant are introduced and 
explored.  Hopefully the first two sections familiarize 
the reader with the concepts for his further understanding 
and appreciation of this paper. 
The actual body of this paper occurs in sections 
III and IV where I study the notion of equivalence as 
it relates to both matrices and quadratic forms. 
Professor Stark proposes many relationships of equivalence, 
some of which can be verified through rigorous treatment 
of definitions, and others of which must rely upon the 
build-up of mathematical machinery.  I attempt to fill 
in some of the gaps which develop in the proofs of such 
propositions, but in some cases I must rely entirely 
upon the work of Professor Stark. 
A complete understanding of our elementary results 
on quadratic forms can lead to both a further study of 
quadratic forms and also the study of ideal theory. 
I.  MATRICES 
A matrix is a rectangular array of real numbers. 
The real numbers that comprise a matrix are called the 
entries of the matrix.  In general, we write a matrix 
A, with m rows and n columns and entries  a... in 
the form 
all a12 a13 
a21 a22 a23 
ml  ra2  raj 
lln 
l2n 
(a..) 
mn 
/ 
Such a matrix A is called an m-by-n matrix. 
For our purposes, it will suffice to consider only 
2-by-2 matrices.  Let k e Z  (integers)  and 
C   H> and B <g h> 
Addition is defined by 
A + B 
and multiplication by 
AB (ae+bg) (ce+dg) 
(a+e)     (b+f) 
(c+g)     (d+h) 
'af+bh) 
[ef+dh) kA 
•ka    kbv 
%c    kd; 
T The transpose of A denoted by A  is the matrix 
with the rows and columns interchanged: 
AT » Ca  c) 
   ^b d; * 
A matrix is said to be symmetric if and only if 
AT * A. 
A matrix is said to be antisymmetric if and only 
if AT * -A. 
A row matrix  C is a  l-by-2 matrix:  C * (a b), 
and a column matrix D is a 2-by-l matrix:  D ** (, ). 
A row matrix can only multiply a 2-by-2 matrix 
on the left with the result being a l-by-2 matrix. 
Ex. 1    (a b)  (®  *) - ((ae+bg)  (af+bh)) .. 
A column matrix can only multiply a  2-by-2 matrix 
on the right with the result being a 2-by-l matrix 
EK. 2     q £c«) (ae+bf) (ag+bh) 
Define E as the identity matrix.  Thus for 
E - (1  °) 
0 1 
and any A, AE * EA * A. 
Define the determinant of A as  det(A) =» ad-bc =» 
|A|.  Thus for 2-by-2 matrices A, the inverse denoted 
-1 -1 A   such that AA  « E can be written as 
A"1 -_1    (  d -bx det(A)  ^-c a} 
PROOF.  Observe that 
,a    h-.,  d    -bv        ,ad-bc 0    v 
Ac    dn-c       a;        <•     0        ad-bc; 
det(A)   (J    °) 
hence    AA~     =» E,   and 
r1 »_l_ i d  -b> det A K-c      a'   ' 
II.  QUADRATIC FORMS, DISCRIMINANTS, POSITIVE DEFINITES 
A quadratic polynomial is a polynomial of degree 2. 
Let 
g(x) » ax 4- bx +rc, a ^ 0, 
be a quadratic polynomial with coefficients in the 
field of complex numbers.  Then it is well-known that 
the polynomial g(x)  has roots  r,  and r2 where 
^ - -bVb2-4ac  r    _ -b-7b2-4ac rl      2a    ' r2      2a 
Every non-zero complex number has 2 square roots. 
Hence, r, 'and r2 are complex numbers and it is easy 
to verify by direct calculation that 
g(x) - a(x-r1)(x-r2) 
2 
It is customary to call b -4ac  the discriminant 
2 
of the quadratic polynomial ax + bx + c.  For 
convenience, let us designate this discriminant by D. 
It follows that r, » r?  if and only if D =* 0. 
D "  0 is a necessary and sufficient condition that 
2 
the polynomial g(x) =* ax + bx + c have a double 
root.  If we assume that the quadratic polynomial g(x) 
has real coefficients, r-,  and r~ will also be real 
if and only if D > 0, for only in this case will D 
have real square roots. 
An  (n-ary)  quadratic form over a field F is 
a polynomial f in n variables over F, which is 
homogeneous of degree 2.  It has the general form 
n 
f(Xp...,Xn) » Y,      aijXiXj e F[Xp...,Xn] -F[X]. 
To render the coefficients symmetric, it is customary 
to rewrite  f as 
f(X) = )  4(a- -+a..)X.X. - )  a.'.X.X. , 
•i 
where a.'. =* -x(a. .+a . . ) .  In this way, f determines 
uniquely a symmetric matrix  (a.'.), which we may 
denote by Mf.  In terms of matrix notations, we have 
X. 
f(X) » (Xp...,Xn)-Mf. XT-Mf-X 
X 
n 1 
with X viewed as a column vector. 
The notion of congruence is of fundamental 
importance.  Let 
8 
n n 
f - )   a..X.X.  and g » )   b..Y.Y. 
be two quadratic forms with real coefficients and 
i.. "a.., b.. ™ b. .  for all i and j.  If there 
ij   Ji  iJ   Ji J 
ire real nu 
X given by 
ar mbers  t..  such that, when the values of 
n 
(*)       Xi *  Z   ^jV  i  * 1»2»---»n 
j-1 
are substituted in f, the form g results, we say 
that the linear transformation (*) with real coefficients 
takes  f into g.  This transformation is called non- 
singular if (*) may be solved for Y..  We call f 
and g congruent forms and write  f 2 g  if there is 
a non-singular linear transformation with real 
coefficients taking  f into g. 
Two congruent forms represent the same numbers 
since for any number N, a set of values of Y. 
making g =* N will by (*) yield a set of values of 
X making  f *■ N and the transformation (obtained 
by solving (*) for Y.)  taking g  into f .will 
take a solution of f * N into one of g » N. 
Since we are concerned with the numbers repre- 
sented by the forms, out of a set of congruent forms 
\ 
only one need be considered just as in geometry. All 
equilateral triangles of unit side are the same as far 
as the properties we are interested in are concerned. 
We define the matrix of a form to be the matrix A 
whose elements in order are a... that is  A * (a..), 
and the determinant of the form to be the determinant 
of A, which we denote by det(A) =* |A|.  If we denote 
T the row matrix  (X, ,X2,. . . ,X ) by X  and the 
corresponding column matrix by X, matrix multiplication 
shows that we may write 
f - XTAX . 
Then, since .(*) may be written in matric notation 
in the form X =* TY where T is the matrix whose 
T   T T 
elements are  t.., we recall that X * Y T  and see 
that the transformation (*) takes  f into 
g » YTTTATY - YT(TTAT)Y 
T 
which shows that the matrix B  is equal to T AT 
with 
g - YTBY. 
For example, if f is of the form 
10 
its matrix is 
2 2 
^X -i     •   TO    JXQ } 
2 I z
 2 
i 3 2 J
and 
£ ™ \^i >X2/ 
2 III  1 
I 
The transformation x.. =* 3y, + y2, *2 =* 2y-, - y2 
2 2 takes  f into g * 36y, - y-iyo + 4y2 since 
3  2 
1 -1 
2  1/2 
1/2 3 
3  1 
2 -1 
36 -1/2 
-1/2  4 
Notice that if (*) can be solved for Y.  we have in 
matric notation 
Y » T-1X and A * (TT) ~ VT" X 
A quadratic form which is positive for all real 
non-zero values of the variables is called a positive 
definite form.  By changing the sign of every 
coefficient we obtain a negative definite form. 
2    2 Example:   x -xy+y  is positive definite 
2    2 
^       -x +xy-y  is negative definite. 
11 
A real symmetric matrix A is called positive 
definite, if it is the matrix of a positive quadratic 
form q.  Since this form q  in suitable coordinates 
2       2 is  q »X, +. ..+ X , with matrix the identity matrix 
E, it follows that each positive definite A must be 
T 
congruent to E, that is  A * P EP. 
Restated, a real symmetric matrix A is positive 
definite if and only if there exists a real invertible 
T (transposable) matrix P with A » P P. 
The quadratic forms are related to conic sections, 
for instance 
2   2 
x + y =* 1  circle 
2   2 ^ 
x - y * 1  equilateral hyperbola 
2   2 
-x - y * 1  no locus. 
No we are ready to study specific quadratic forms. 
12 
III.  EQUIVALENCE:  MATRICES 
In this section, we will look at one specific 
quadratic form, and from it obtain another form.  We 
must use our knowledge of determinants and discriminants 
and also develop facts about equivalent matrices. 
For real numbers  a,b,c with a > 0 define 
2 2 Q(x,y) =» ax + bxy + cy  =- (x y) 
a  b/2 
b/2  c 
x 
where the discriminant d =■ b - 4ac < 0.  For our 
purposes we will assume d < -4.  We also assume that 
the discriminant is non-generative since we are not 
interested in the case when it is a square.  Thus we 
are dealing with a positive definite form. 
ax2 + bxy + cy2 « a[(x + ^y)2 + Cb ^ac)y2] 
2a
        4a^ 
-or j. b A. e   /-b2+4ac a tx + _y + y __ 
- a(x+ey)(x+6y) 
1
—2  
«+«*«_-\  n r  i b     / /-b +4ac\ • T 2—) iy ] [x + -^y - ( ' ——) ly ] J       4a' 
where 
2a -
b
^(i) 
4a' 
Hence Q(x,y) = a(x+0y)(x+0y) 
13 
We will use Q(x,y)  of discriminant d and a new 
matrix M' to define QM(X,Y), a new form of a quadratic. 
Let 
M 
rM SM 
CM UM 
> 
rM'SM,1:M,UM € Z 
with determinant of M « f > 0.  We will replace x,y 
in Q by 
(y,x) » (Y,X)M. 
Using a transformation 
(x,y) - (t,w) 
a p 
7  6 
we see that 
Q(t,w) - (t w) 
7  5 
a    b/2 a     0 T t 
> 
b/2     c 7     5 w 
Hence y » rMY + t^t and x * sMY + u^. 
What does  QM(X,Y)  look like? 
(y,x) » (Y,X)M 
y 
X 
MJ Y 
X 
14 
X » 0 i T 0 1 X 
y 1 0 1 0 Y 
(by interchanging x,y and using the symmetric matrix 
0 1 
1 0 
we obtain the needed column matrix. )  Hence, 
QM(X,Y) - (X Y) [ <M 
x 
0 1 T 0 1 
1     0 1 0 
[ 
0     1 
MT 
0 
1 °J 1 
T 
]  x 
The determinan 
a b/2 
b/2 c 
b2 t of Q(x,y)  is  ac - -^ 4ac-b 
X 
Y 
2 
;d. 
Thus  -4  times the determinant equals the discriminant 
2 
d » b -4ac.  To obtain the discriminant of QM(X,Y), first 
we must obtain the determinant.  The determinant of 
QM(X,Y)  is the product of the determinants of its 
components. 
det  [ 
0    1 T 0    1 
1     0 1     0 
* de t  M - f 
] 
0 1 
MT 
0 1 
det [ 
1 0 1 0 
] 
and the determinant of Q(x,y)  is 
-!«■ 
Thus the 
15 
determinant of QM(X,Y) - (f)(-£d)(f) = - ^f2d.  If 
9 
we multiply by -4 we obtain f d which is the 
discriminant of QM(X,Y). 
Since Q(x,y) - a(x+0y)(x+0y), then 
QM(X,Y)   =« a(sMY+u^+e[rMY+tl^])  X 
xCsMY+u^+efr^+t^])   . 
Thus, 
with 
QM(X,Y)   - a^2 + b^Y + cMY2 
«aM[X+0MY][X+0MY] 
aM » a   luj^+tj^]     >  0    because     a >  0. 
rM*+s 
M    tMe+uM M       M 
M
 -M0 
(which is  just  the definition of multiplication  on  the 
right).     It  should be noted  that 
WX>Y> - (VM(X'Y)- 
Definition:  Let us define r as 
r - SL2(Z) * j(* k)|a,b,c,d e Z, det » ad-bc » ll . 
16 / 
Definition; Given two quadratic forms Q and Q' of 
the same discriminant, Q is equivalent (congruent) to 
Q' (Q ^ Q')  if there is an A e r so that QA =* Q1. 
Note that QM ^ QN if and only if det M » det N 
"  f and there is an A e F  such that AM =» N. 
(QM) WA {N 
II 
VAM 
These are equivalence classes of quadratic forms of 
QM(X,Y). 
All 2-by-2 matrices M 
rM SM 
M  M 
with integer 
entries and det M * f > 0 and  (rM, sM, tM,uM) ■ 1 
(relatively prime but not necessarily in pairs) form 
a set of matrices. 
Definition.  Let S,(f)  be the above set of matrices, 
Proposition 3,1 If Me S,(f), then 
'V     s M2 (J u), where  r > 0, u > 0, ru 
and  0 < s < u. 
fV     s 
(o u^ e Sl^f^5 i,e- (r's>u) * 1- 
17 
Proof:  Let 
M 
rM SM 
CM UM 
with rM f  0 . 
If rM f  0, then tM - rMq + r, 0 < r < rM.  Multiply 
the top now by -q and add it to the bottom. 
rM SM 
•\, 
CM UM 
rM    SM 
rM-r   ^rt^l 
r
        Kf8^ 
r     tu^S^] 
rM"r     £sM-uM+SMq] 
■M *M 
Set ■M (rM-r)q + r,  and keep repeating the process 
until the entry in the lower left corner is zero.  Hence, 
0 
Eventually this process will yield a matrix of the form 
(0  ).  If we set  t * uq + s, 0<s<u, this matrix 
by the same process is equivalent to  (n  ).  If r 
is negative then u is negative and we simply multiply 
r  *?  — 1  0 (Q  )( Q -,)  and obtain our desired result, since 
det ru * f since M e S,(f).  // 
18 
a b Note.  If  (   ,)  is an integer matrix and  (a,b,c,d) =* g 
and A e r, then if A(* ^) » (*',     *jj)  then 
(a',b',c«,d') - g.  Let A(£ «) » (£*  £,') with 
A e r, ru * f, r > 0, u > 0, 0 < s < u and r'u' =* f, 
r' > 0, u1 > 0, 0 < s" < u1.  A = (a ^)  and 
ad-bc =* 1.  By multiplication of the two matrices on 
the left side of the equation, we obtain four equations. 
ar »r' (1) 
as + bu » s' (2) 
cr » 0 (3) 
cs + du =» u1 (4) 
Equation (3) says c * 0 ' or r =" 0, but since r > 0 
that implies  c =» 0.  Hence the equation ad-bc =» 1 
becomes  ad » 1.  Since (a)(d)  is the product of two 
positive primes by definition of r> then the only 
possibility is  a =* d ™ 1.  Hence the four equations 
above now become 
r « r
1 (1') 
s + bu » s' (21) 
u « u
! (3') 
19 
Equation (2') becomes  s'-s =« bu.  That implies  u 
divides  (s'-s)  written u|(s'-s).  But s < u and 
s ' < u' * u so that the only possibility is for 
s'-s m  0 which means  s1 =» s.  Thus bu a 0 implies 
b » 0 and the matrix A is now A =» (Q ,).  Hence 
(r,s,u) »g implies  (r',s',u') - g. 
Let us look at the number of equivalence classes 
of matrices of S,(f)  for different values of f. 
Recall M e S]L(f)  implies M =*  (J {[)  with ru =- f, 
r > 0, u > 0 and 0 < s < u. 
Example 1.  Set f «• 5.  Thus  5*5-1 and 5 * 1-5. 
■|(0 |)i0<s<5t are 5 nonequivalent matrices. 
■|(Q ?)|0<s<ll one matrix with s =* 0.  Hence 
there are 6 equivalence classes in 8,(5). 
Example 2.  Set f - 6.  Thus  6 =-2-3 » 3-2 * 1-6 =-6-1 
■j (£ ?)|0 < s < 3l are 3 nonequivalent matrices. 
|(Q |)|0<s<2l are 2 nonequivalent matrices. 
"Mo f) 10 _< s < 6 I are 6 nonequivalent matrices. 
"Ko ]) 1^ < s < ll one matrix with s *» 0.  Hence 
there are 12 equivalence classes in S,(6). 
20 
(n T)JO_< S < lC one matrix with s =* 0 . 
Example 3.  Set  f =* 4.  Thus  4 * 4-1 « 1-4 * 2-2. 
4 s> 
0 1' 
(o 4)J ° <  s < 41 are 4 nonequivalent matrices . 
•j (0 2)l° ■£ s ^ ^f one matrix with s » 1, since if 
s « 0, (r,u) =» 2 which violates  (r,s,u) * 1 for 
matrices which are elements of S,(f).  Hence there 
are 6 equivalence classes in S..(4). 
Definition.  Let  |S,(f)j  denote the number of equiva- 
lence classes of matrices in S.,(f). 
Definition. Define ^(u) =* the number of integers a 
so that 0 < a < |uj and (a,u) =1. Set fi(l) - 1. 
It is obvious for p =* prime number that p(p) *■ p-1. 
Fact.  We can write down a formula for  |S1(f)| , 
|si(f)l *   Z-i    ^^(r>u))- 
r>0,u>0 
Proof.  Let M * (Q ®).  Hence  (r,u,s) » 1 implies 
that  ((r,u),s) » 1.  Also 0 < s < u.  jZ)((r,u)) * the 
number of integers  A such that  0 < A < |(r,u)j  and 
(X, (r,u)) » 1.  Hence  A * s  and it must be less than 
21 
(r,u), A < (r,u).  Define  s » A + a(r,u), a < v^jy 
since  s < u.  Thus  s » A + a(r,u) < u, but A < (r,u) 
hence 
A + a(r,u) < u \ 
(r,u) + a(r,u) < u 
(a+l)(r,u) < u 
a
 < T5757 - 1 ■ 
Thus  [7——y]  are the number of elements for each 
A < |(r,u)|  and p( (r,u)) [j^~y]     are the number for 
each partition of f.  Hence 
I x?uIry J3((r,u)) » IS^f)!.   // 
ru=*f 
r>0,u>0 
Proposition 3.2.  If B e r, M e S-^f), then MB e S.,(f). 
Further if N,M e S,(f), then there exists a B e r so 
that M 2 NB, i.e., there exists A e r  so that 
M « ANB. 
Proof.  M =■ (Q  ), (r,s,u) » 1.  Suppose that  (r,s) « 1, 
then there are integers x,y so that rx + sy * 1. 
[If  (a,b) « g =-> g « ax + by. 
22 
Proof.  Define S » ^ax+by]x,y e Zl and let g > 0 
be the smallest positive integer so that g =* ax + by. 
Let c > 0 so that c|a, c|b =^> c|g.  Define a » gq + r 
(assume  gl'a), 0<r<q.  r =* a-gq =* a-(ax+by)q 
* a-axq-byq * a(l-xq)+byq.  But a(l-xq)+byq  is of the 
form ax+by.  Since g was chosen to be the smallest 
a contradiction exists.  Hence g =* ax+by =v> g|a, 
gib, i.e.  (a,b) - g. ]  Define B » (_£ *)  with 
rx + sy =» 1  the determinant.  Hence  B e T.     Thus 
rr   s)( 
^0 uM
operations as we did in the proof of Proposition 3. 1 to 
find an equivalent matrix: 
0  1 
-ru uy 
r y) ™ (_ru uy)*  We can use the same type of 
0 1 ■v ru 1 ■\, ru 1 -V ru 0 
ru 0 -ru 0 0 1 0 1 
Hence. 
r s 
0 u 
s X 
-u 
ru 0 ss f 0 
r y 0 1 0 1 
// 
Proposition 3.3.  If Me S,(f), then for any B e r> 
.MB c S,(f)  and further there exists A,B e r  such that 
AMB 
^0 I'   ' 
23 
Proof.     Recall  that if A'M - (£    £),   then with     (r,s)   » 1 
f  0 it was shown that there exists A,B so that AMB =* (~ !r). 
Define  CMD = (£ £ ), (r,s1) * 1 and let 
A'M * (^ *) ,u > 0 , 0 < s < u . 
r > 0 
ru * f 
For our purposes, let  (r,s) * s,, and then set 
r * r;,s,s2, where  (rps) = 1 and if p|s.  then p|s 
for any prime  p.  Use the fact that  (pip) =* p so 
that r * l'p'p =* r1-s,,s2.  With  (r^s,) » 1, we 
claim that there exists an integer k so that 
k * O(mod r,)  and k = l(mod s,).  Simply that 
r, |k and s., |k-l.  ((mod r,)  is just base r,  in 
the number system.  For example  r. =* 0 and any 
nr, *■ 0.  So every number t  can be factored as such 
t * nr., + a with 0 < a < r-,). 
( 
(rpsp « 1 »»> rjx + Sjy » 1 
r^x - 1 =* -s-.y 
Now we apply the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
[Chinese Remainder Theorem:  If  (m.,m.) * 1 for 
1 < i < j < r, then the system below has as its complete 
24 
solution a single residue class  (mod m,...m ): 
x 
5
 C-, (mod m., ) 
x 
5
 Cj   (mod m?) 
x 
5
 c  (mod m ) . ] / 
With the value of k above we obtain  (r,s+ku) » 1 
since  p|r, p|s  implies  p -j" u and  p "f k while 
p|r, pfs  implies  p|k.  Hence, there are integers  q 
and h such that rh - (s+ku)g =* 1.  Now, 
A - Cf  Sgkrh)  ,   B - (s+£u _£) 
are in r and 
A(g *)B - (rh-sg-kugX™ °) « <£ 0).  // [7] 
Proposition 3.4.  Suppose  f * fifo, (f•,, f2) * 1. 
Then if M e S-^f), there exist K±  e S1(f1), W^ e S1(f2) 
so that M =* M, M?.  Further for any M, M-,  can be 
chosen in any equivalence class of S.,(f,).  [M * M,M? * 
(M-,C'1)(CM2) ].  Further, the class determined by ML 
in S^(f)  is determined uniquely by M. 
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f    n    f,  0  f„  0 
Proof:  AMB » (* p - ( J {>   ( g x).  Then 
-1 fl  °    f2  °  1 M
 "  
A
 
X< J  1>   < 0 1>B 
M
l M2 
f9  0  1 f9 0 
[M2 ~ ( 0 1)B  "> M2B ~ ( 0 1)]'  Let DM * M1M2^ 
f? 0  1 . 
We want to show that M^ ( g 1)B~-L.  Then M » D'^M^. 
Since  (^ ?) » AMB, 
•0 1' 
But 
where 
(*  °) - ACD^M^M^ 
<0 1>     -ACD-V^Xo u> V 
(Q *) i has ru » f2, r > 0, u > 0, 0 ^ s < u, (r,s,u) 
«■ 1.  Thus 
^0    ]/   ^z    wM0 u; 
and as before we have four equations. 
xr » f (1) 
xs H- yu =* 0 (2) 
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zr - 0 (3) 
zs + wu "  1 (4) 
Equation (3) implies  z =* 0, which in turn causes 
equation (4) to become wu * 1, but w, u must be 
positive integers hence w »* u =» 1.  Thus the equations 
reduce to 
xr - f (1') 
xs + y » 0 (21) 
w - u * 1 (3') 
Thus 
f2 0 
<0 u> - < 0 l)j since  ru * f2-    // 
Proposition 3.5.  If f a ^i^?' ^1»"^2^ "  ^ tnen 
|S1(f)| - |S1(f1)|-|S1(f2)|.  Further, if M., 
1 ^ i ^ 1 S-j (f T ) I  is a set of complete representatives 
of the classes of S^f^, and let N., 1 < j < lsi (f o^ 
be a set of complete representatives of the classes of 
S^fp, then 
M^, 1 < i ^ |S1(f1) |, ' 1 £ j < |S1(f2) | 
is a complete set of representatives of the classes of 
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S..(f).  In particular, |S, (f) |  is a multiplicative 
function of f and 
is (f)i - f fr (I+PI1). 
i*l 
*^
:
     
If
     (5    u>   ~  ^0    u^^O    u*>     with     (rPsPul> 
2      2 
- (r2,s2,u2) - 1, r-^ * fp r2u2 » f2, then  (r,s,u) * 1 
also.  Thus the matrices  M.N.  are all in S.,(f). l j lx 
Further, by Proposition 3.4, every matrix of S,(f) 
is equivalent to one of the M.N.  and hence it remains 
to show that the M.N.  are inequivalent.  If 
\ 
(    M.N. - AM.,N., with A e r, 
then by Proposition 3.4, N.. is equivalent to N. (, and 
hence they are equal by their definition.  Therefore, 
M. - AM., 
and thus  M. =* M. ,     and the M.N.  are inequivalent. 
Hence,  |S,(f)|  is multiplicative.  By using the 
class representatives given by Fact (pg 21), we see 
that 
IVf>l " Z J^IJ  «<r.u» 
ru=*f 
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al a2   ar If in particular f * Pi • P2 • • • P » for P a 
prime power, then 
a - 0 
IS^f)! - |S1(pa)| » \  p+1 a - 1 
Pa-h>a"1(i-p'1)+...+p(i-p"1)+i 
a > 1 
[ iSj^Cp01) | - Pa(l+p'1)  a^l by induction].  Thus 
is1(f)i - fr is1(P°i)i.- frp^d+p:1) i=*l i=«l 
» fr fci+p^1) -f fr (i+p;1). // [7] 
i-l      x      i*l    1 
Proposition 3.6.  Suppose that  (m, n, f) * 1 with  f > 0 
and m,n integers, then there is a unique class of 
matrices  M so that M e S.. (f)  and the equation 
(n,m) - (Y,X)M 
has integer solutions  (Y,X). 
Proof.  Let  (n,m, f) » 1.  Thus if (n,m) » g then 
(g,f) =■ 1.  Thus we have 
nw - mz =* gf (1) 
and 
nx - my * g (2) 
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Multiplying (2) by f, we obtain nxf - myf » gf.  Hence 
i£ we have one solution, we can find all other solutions, 
nw, - mz, =» gf 
nw - mz  » gf 
n(w,-w)="m(z,-z)=0 
Our claim is that for w,z  in equation (1) we have 
. tm . tn 
w»w1+— ;z=Z;L+— , 
to obtain all possible solutions.  [We have nx-my =* 0. 
One solution is n(m) + ra(-n) =* 0.  For t an integer, 
we have ntm + m(-tn) =» 0.  Hence we have n(—) + 
m(::—n-) «■ 0.  Thus our claim follows for equation (2), 
nx-my =* g. ]  Thus we have 
/n nix = ,   1  ^wn  m ) 
^z    w'   ^t/g l'^z,  w],; 
which has determinant gf, then is in S,(gf).  By 
Proposition 3.4, we have 
(n  m ) - MnM0 
1 wl 
where M-, e S.,(g)  and M2 e S-(f), nw,-mz.. » gf. 
The class of ML  is determined uniquely by the 
class of  (n  Tm ), so M0  fulfills  (n,m) * (Y,X)M0. Z-j  W-i /. z. 
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We now have matrices that obey  (n,m) =* (Y,X)M, so 
that M is equivalent to M?. 
Since  (n,m) =* g, then  (Y,X) =* g.  Now we can 
find u,v e Z such that uY - Xv =* g. 
(Y X* 
•n nu _  
v
v  u'    M 
Kz    w'   det=*g  det^ 
Thus  det(n m) * nw - nz » gf.  Hence x
z w ° 
Since  (Y,X) =» g, the matrix in brakets is a matrix of 
integers of determinant g and by Proposition 3.4, 
M2 and M are equivalent.  // [7] 
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IV.  EQUIVALENCE:  QUADRATIC FORMS 
In the previous section, we investigated various 
types of equivalence of matrices.  The point was to aid 
us in determining under what conditions different quadra- 
tic forms are also equivalent.  The matrix M used 
primarily throughout the last section is a key in our 
determination. 
Definition;  A polynomial Q is primitive if the greatest 
common divisor of its coefficients is  1.  A matrix M 
is primitive if the greatest common divisor of its 
entries is  1. 
We will make use of the following Proposition to 
answer two questions which naturally arise from the 
preceding section. 
2        2 Proposition A. 1.  Let Q, (x,,y-,) =» a,x,+bx,y-,4-cy,  and 
QOCXOJYO) "  a2x2 + ^2X2^2 + c2^2 are Posit:i-ve definite 
2 parabolic forms when a, > 0, a? > 0 and b,-4a..c, 
2 2 2 
» b2 -4a2c2.  Recall:  Q(x,y) =* ax + bxy + cy 
=■ a|x-K?y|  * a (x+0y) (x+0y)  where 
A * -b+yb2-4ac 
" 2a 
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where 
(y,x) - (Y,X)M ^ M - (. M nM), det M - f. CM  M 
QM(X,Y) -a^2 +b^Y + cMY2 
»aM|X+eMY|2 
aM »a|tM0+uM|2 
Oxr  * M0 
rM0+sM 
M
       V^M  ' 
QlCxpYl) 2: Q2^x2'y2^     if and  only if    61 - 62'   ^i-e- 
there  exists     A  e r     so that    A0.   = 0?). 
Proof:     Let    A -  (£    *) ■   and  recall    Aa  - |2~ ..    Thus 
(y2>x2^   * ^l'xl)A    if    A * <t    iP*     Assume    Qi  ~ <V 
Let 
Ql^xl'yl^   * Q2^Syl+uxl,ryl+txl^ 
" a2|(sy1+ux1)+(ry1+tx1)e2| 
9 r09+s ? 
-
a
2lte2+ul -lxi +te^yi'    ' 
re9+s 
but
   tSJFu -A<e2)-    Hence 
2 .  lA/o N.. i2 Ql(xl'yl) * a2lt02+u'  Ix1+A(e2)y1[ 
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since 
(xpyp   * a^x^e^l       and    det A ,>  0, 
61  - A62   ' 
Now assume     0,   = A^9>   t^ien with    A    as  above 
r0?+s 
A02 - teJRI " ei • 
Now     (y2>x?)   * (y-,,x-j)A    transforms 
Q2(x2'y2)   = a2lte2+ul2'lxl+A02yl'2 
- a2|te2+u|2|x1+ey1|2 
» a2|t02+u|a-1(Q1(x1,y1)). 
9 _ 1 
Since a?|-t0«+u| a7   is positive and Q,  and Q? 
9 _ 1 
have the same discriminant, a«|t0p+u| aZ     =* 1.  Hence 
Q2(x2,y2)  transforms to Q-^Xp y^.  // [7] 
Question #1.  If Q is primitive and M is primitive 
with det M = f > 0, is QM(X,Y)  primitive? 
Let Q(x,y) * 8x2 + 113xy + 400y2  (primitive form) 
d » -31, f - 8 . 
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Define 
8 Q(x,y) » 8|x+6y|2 where  06 » ^§^ .  Hence 
eM(X,Y) » 8|X+80Y|2 
» 8(X2_H3XY+8-400Y2), 
[aM - 8|1| * 8, 6M » 86/1 =* 86]  and QM is not 
primitive because every coefficient is divisible by 8. 
Question #2.  If Q  is a quadratic form and M, N e S., (f) 
and QM ^  QM> i-s it true that M j\, N?  Use the above 
•49 -5Ck 
conditions and define A =* ( .,   i )••  ^ an^ ^ are 
inequivalent by analysis of S,(8)  similar to that 
done for S]L(4), S1(5), and S1(6).  With the A 
given as above, QN is transformed to Qw by 
QAN " <VA * %■ 
Hence it is not true that under the conditions given 
that N must be equivalent to M. 
Proposition 4.2.  If M, N are matrices with integer 
entries of determinant  f > 0 and one of QM or QN 
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is primitive, then QM /v. QN if and only if M _^ N. 
(Assume discriminant d < -4).      •* 
Proof.  Assume that QM jv, Q*J an^ that one of them is 
primitive.  Therefore both are primitive. 
[Q primitive =*> Q.  primitive.  Let 
2 2 Q(x>y) =* ax + bxy + cy    (primitive) 
2Q(x,y) =* 2ax2 + 2bxy + 2ey2 . 
Thus  (2*  2C)  is the integer matrix for 2Q(x,y). 
Using the fact that  (2Q)A * 2-QA and 
(y,x) » (Y,X)A 
(x.y)(? J) - (X,Y)(° J)A 
(x,y) » (X,Y)[(° J)A(° J)], 
call the matrix in the brakets  B.  Thus 
(2Q)A = 2-QA(X,Y) - (X,Y)[B(2* !jc)BT](X) 
The greatest common divisor of the above matrix in 
brackets is just the greatest common divisor of the 
integer matrix.  The greatest common divisor =* 
2  if  b is even _  Hence we have  2(aAX2+bAXY+cAY2) 
1 if  b is odd A   A   A 
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2aA bA 
whose product matrix is  ( ,   0  ).  Thus  Q -v. QA DA ZCA A 
implies Q.  primitive.]  Since both Qw and QN are 
primitive, then 9„ =» M0, #N * N0, and by Proposition 
4.1, #M and <#N are equivalent under r.  Thus 
there exists a matrix A in r  such that 
M    N 
0M - AN0, but 6   * M_10M 
hence 0M - [ANM*1]^ 
_ i 
and  [ANM ]  has rational entries with 
M - (t  u)  ,  M   «f (_t   r) 
Thus -(Q f> [ANM_:L]eM » 0M, and 
fANM"1 - (* *) 
2 
with ru - ts * f  and 
Hence 
(t u)0M "  0M 
-r sNn __  M 
vt uy e, M 
reM+s » te* + U0M 
te£ + (u-r)0M-S » 0 
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which is in the form 
tX2 + (u-r)X - s » 0. 
so for t t o, 
0M 
a. r- ■u ±v/(u- 
2t 
■r)2+4ts 
and the discriminant of the polynomial is 
(u-r)2 + 4ts » u2 - 2ru + r2 + 4ts 
■» u2 + 2ru + r2 + 4(ts-ur) 
2    2 (discriminant)  =* (u+r)  - 4f 
But QM(X,Y)  is a primitive form 
QM(X,Y) - a^2 + b^XY + cMY2 
If 
aM(X+0MY) <X+6MY) 
f(x) -QM(X,-1) -a^2 - b^ + cM 
= aM(x-eM)(x+eM), 
where the two roots are  0M, "0M, define 
g(x) - tx2 + (u-r)x - s - t(x+eM)(x-eM) 
Thus 
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f(X)    aM *M
If t * aM then g/f » 1.  Otherwise t * \a^    (where 
>, divides all factors of g.)  Thus the discriminant 
of g(x)  must be less than or equal to the discriminant 
of f(x) =*QM(X,-1), hence discriminant is  df .  So 
(u+r)2 - 4f2 £ df2 
but this is impossible under the assumption d < -A. 
Therefore  t =* 0.  Since ©M is irrational s =» 0, 
and r =« u, and 
fANM"1 - (J £) 
2 but r. r =* f  implies  r » +f, therefore 
fANM"1 -+ (£ °) 
ANM"1 - + (J. °) 
hence 
AN » + M 
(+A)N » M 
N ±  M.   // 
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2 2 Notice.  If Q(x,y) =■ ax + bxy + cy  is primitive 
and M » (   ), det M =* f and suppose that QM is 
not primitive, then we have 
(y,x) » (Y,X)M 
(y,x) M"1 - (Y,X) 
(y/x)(^ °) ~ (Y,X)M(£ °) 
[given the fact that M(£ °) = (£ °)M. ] 
(y,x)(^ £) - (fY,fX)M 
<y,x)[(* j^M"1] - (fY,fX) 
(where the matrix in the brackets has integer entries) 
Therefore 
Q(fX,fY) »QM(x,y) -gQM,(x,y) 
where Q„,  is primitive, but 
Q(fX,fY) » f2Q(X,Y) . 
Thus 
so 
f2Q(X,Y) - gQM,(x,y) 
g|f2 
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Definition.  Let S(f,Q)  denote those matrices  M of 
determinant  f such that Qw is primitive. 
S(f,Q)  contains several complete equivalence 
classes of matrices.  Let  |S(f,Q)|  denote the number 
of equivalence classes of such matrices  M.  It is 
obvious that S-^f) ;> S(f,Q).  Question #1 provides 
an example where  JS^Cf>I > jS(f,Q)|.  It further 
~* 8  0 
shows that S(f,Q)  depends on Q since  (n i)  ^s 
in S(8,Q'), where Q'(x,y) « x2 + xy + 8y2 is equi- 
valent to Q. 
Proposition 4.3.  The value of  |S(f,Q)|  depends upon 
f and d and in fact 
|s(f,Q)| - f TT (I-(I)P'1). 
P f   P 
2 2 Proof.  If Q(x.,y) =* ax + bxy + cy  is a primitive 
form, first consider the case that f is a prime 
power, f =* pn.  Proposition 3.1 will allow us to 
consider Qw with M in one of the three forms: 
(i)  M - C1  SJ , 0 < s < pn , 
0 p 
(ii)  M » (P  £) , 0 < s < pk, j+k * n, 0 < j < n, 
0 p 
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'1 
(iii)  M - (PQ °)  . 
Since Q is primitive, QM will be primitive if and 
only if p>(aM,K,, cM). Thus, it suffices to examine 
QM(mod p). 
(i1)  (y,x) = (y,X)(J *) =  (Y,SY) 
QM(X,Y) * Q(SY,Y) CM 
= as2Y2 + bsY2 + cY2 
.= (as2+bs+c)Y2(mod p) 
<ii')  (y,x) * (Y,X)(° 8) - (0,SY) 
QM(X>Y) *Q(SY,O)- *M 
as2Y2 (mod p) . 
(iii')  (y,x) * (Y,X)(° °) s (0,X) 
QM(X,Y) » Q(X,0) <M 
2 
ax  (mod p). 
From (i1), (ii'), (iii')  and the conditions on s, if 
p-fa, then 
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II- JL |s(Pn,Q)| -P^VI-CI)) + £ P^VD +1 
n 1
l 
>> 
2 
P^l-^))?"1),
while if p|a so that  (-) - (—) » 1 if pj-b and 
d    b2 (—) "  (—) " 0 if p|b.  It is apparent that pjb  if 
and only if p J d and then p^fc.  Thus 
|S(pn,Q)| » pn-1(p-(|)) + 0 + 0 - Pn(l-(^)p-1), 
and the Proposition is proven for f =* p .  It should 
be noted that 
(  0 if p|d 
(—) s )  1 if d is a square (mod p) 
(   -1 if d is not a square (mod p). 
The proof for the Proposition can be completed as 
follows.  Since it is true for prime powers, it will 
suffice to show that if it is true for f,  and f? 
with  (fp f2) =■ 1, then it will be true for f * fif?. 
From Proposition 3.4, if M., 1 <^ i _< |S,(f,)J, and 
N., 1 < j < |S,(fo)1  give a complete set of representa- 
tives of S.,(f,)  and S, (f~)  respectively, then 
M.N.  give a complete set of representatives of S,(f). 
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L 
Clearly Qw N  is primitive if and only if first QN 
. i 3 3 
is primitive and then  (QN )M  is primitive.  By 
3     i hypothesis, exactly 
of the Q„  are primitive, and for a fixed primitive 
3 QN , exactly 
j 2 
df?  1 
fi T^U-C-^P-
1) 
of the  (QN )M  are primitive.  Hence, exactly 
j
  
i 2 
of the QM N  are primitive and hence the Proposition 
i j 
is satisfied.  // [7] 
Proposition 4.4.  If Q(x,y)  is a primitive form of a 
quadratic and n is a given positive integer then there 
exists a form t _/ 
v. y / 
[ 
Q'(x.y) » a'x2 + b'xy + c 'y2 
equivalent to Q such that  (a',n) * 1.  Furthermore 
if n |d and —j    is a discriminant, then Q'(x>y) 
n . 
may be chosen so that n|b'  and n jc'. 
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Proof.  From Proposition 4.3, |S(n,Q)| > 0.  Therefore 
there exists a matrix  M e S,(n)  such that QM(X,Y) 
is primitive.  From Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, there 
exist A,B e r  such that 
AMB - (g  °> . 
Then Q' - Q ,.  Note that 
B-± 
QAMB - QAMBB-.l =" QAM ~ (VA 
is equivalent to QM and hence is primitive.  But 
(y,x) - (Y,X)(g °) - (nY,X). 
Hence 
QAMB(X'nY) "  a'x2 + b,nXY + c'11^2 
and thus  (a',n) =* 1: 
Now if n Jd and d/n is a discriminant, then 
2|n implies 2|b' and hence, there is an integer t 
such that 
0 (mod n)  if n is odd 
b'+2a't a'    }     ° ^raod ^n^ ^    n is even» ~2 s ° (mod 4) 
n (mod 2n) if n  is even, —j  5 1 (mod 4) 
n
Z 
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If we  let    Q"(x,y)   =* Q ' (x+ty,y),   we have 
Q'(x+ty,y)   - a'(x+ty)2 + b'(x+ty)y + c'(y)2 
= a'x2 + 2a'txy + a't2y2 
+ b'xy + b'ty2 + c'y2 
=» a'x2 +  (2a't+b')xy +  (a ' t2+b ' t+c ')y2 
let    a'   ■ a",   b" » 2a*t + b!,   c" » a't2 + b't + c*.     Thus 
Q'(x+ty,y)   » Q"(x,y)   » aMx2 + bMxy + cMy2   . 
Now    Q"    is  equivalent  to    Q'     which implies  it  is 
equivalent  to    Q.     Note  that    a"  =* a'     so that     (a",n) 
« 1    and    n|b"  » b1  + 2a't.     Finally 
.M\2    /. „ I!„fl (b )  -4afIc" - d 
(b")2-4a"cM *- 
n2' 
,l'„ll V»l    2 
2 
4a"c" ,b"/      d 
~T~~ ^~n~;    " ~2    ' 
n n 
If n is odd, n |c", while if n is even, we have 
%c  « 0 (mod 4) 
Xi 
V 
9 
hence again n |c".   // 
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We now arrive at our fifth Proposition involving 
equivalence of various forms of the quadratic. 
Proposition 4.5.  Suppose Q'  is a primitive form of 
discriminant df .  Then there exists a primitive form 
Q of discriminant  d and a matrix M e S(f,Q)  such 
that QM ="Q'.  Further, if Q^ '  has discriminant d 
(1) 
and  N has determinant  f and Q\ '     is equivalent to 
QM, then Q^ '     is equivalent to Q. 
Proof.  From Proposition 4.4, there is an A e r  so 
that Ql     has the form 
Q^(X,Y) - aX2 + bfXY + cf2Y2,  (n-f).      (*) 
Let 
2 2 Q(x,y) * ax + bxy + cy 
Then with 
&    ?), M -A-XF 
•0 V 
satisfies the first part of the Proposition since 
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i.e. 
QM "QA-1     "  <V   -1  ~ (QA>   -1  "Q'   > w
        A-'-F ^A1 ^A1
(y,x)   * (Y,X)(*     °)   »  (fY,X) 
QM(X,Y)     » aX2 + bfXY + cf2Y2 
Q'(X,Y). 
In the second part of the Proposition, we are given 
a form Q^ '     of discriminant d, a matrix N of 
determinant f, and a matrix B in r  such that 
<41} » <QM>B - QBM 
and we want to show that Q^   is equivalent to. Q. 
We note that 
Q
 " <<W    -1 " (QN1}) -1 -1 " Q(-l -1  ' 
*
M
 (BM) l  K lB L M XB XN 
Further, M~ B" N has determinant 1, and thus, it 
-1 -1 
suffices to show that MB N is a matrix of integers. 
Since Q^ '  is equivalent to Q', Q*V   is primitive, 
and, thus, Q^ '  is primitive and N is in S(f,Q^ ') C 
S,(f).  Therefore by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, there 
are matrices  C and D in r  such that 
N - CFD. 
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Thus 
but 
so 
M" 1B" 1N » M~ ^-B" -""CFD , 
M » A_1F 
Therefore 
Let 
M"1  "F'1A 
M"1B~1N - F"1AB~1CFD 
AB-XC  »  (*     *) 
We will show that  fJs.  Once this is accomplished, 
( I    s/f) vtf  u } F"1AB"1CF *  V- S/f^
will already have integral coefficients wad.  we will be 
done. 
Set 
qWCx.y) - «<»,* + b«xy + C<V , 
so that 
(Q^)F(X,Y) - a(1)X2 + b(1)fXY + c(1)f2Y2.   (**) 
Now 
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KQ£1})F] 
(r    S) 
can be  determined. 
(y,x)   » (Y,X)   Ct    *) 
* (rY+tX,sY+uX).  , 
Hence 
[(Q^1})F] „     » (Q^1))F(SY+uX,rY+tX) 
- a(1)(uX+sY)2 + b(1)f(uX+sY)(tX+rY) 
+ c(1)f2(tX+rY)2 (***) 
But 
"tf >>,!<,   ., - <\rlcF 
■Q<"r 
AB~ ■LCFD 
AB'^N 
'  ^N1}>     -1 1N
      AB  i 
' <^B>       1 
 AB"1 
' ^B>B-IU 
EQA- 
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and  thus   from  (*),   (**),   (***)  we  see  that 
a^CuX+sY)2 + b^fCuX+sYXtX+rY)  + c^1^f2(tX+rY)2 
aX2 + bfXY + cf2Y2. 
The equation becomes 
[a<1>u2+b(1)fut+c(1)f2t2]X2 
+  [a^W2us+b^:L^f(ur+st)+c^1^f2(2rt)]Xy 
+ [a<1)S2+b<1)frs + c^fVjY2 
» aX2 + bfXY + cf2Y2   . 
2 Equating  the  coefficients   of    X      and    XY    on both 
sides  yields 
a(l)u2+b(Dfut + c(^2t2  ma 
(1)
 a(1)u2  s a   (mod  f) 
a^^2us + b^fCur+st) + c^f^rt)   * bf 
(2) 
a^2us   s o (mod  f). 
Since    Q^    is  primitive,   (a,f)   » 1,   and  thus  from  (1), 
(2) above     (u, f)   - 1    and     (a^-.f).   - 1.     Hence,   if 
f    is   odd,   then    f|s. 
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However, if f is even, then the coefficients of 
XY on both sides give 
2a^us + b^f (ur+st) s bf (mod 2f) . 
But 
b2 - 4ac - d =» b(1)  - 4a(X)c(1) 
and hence 
.(1) S b (mod 2) . 
Further, 
ur + st - 1 + 2st, 
and, thus 
Hence, 
and 
b^^f(ur+st) » bf (mod 2f). 
2a^us » 0 (mod 2f) 
s * 0 (mod f).  // [7] 
The above Proposition is also false without the 
primitivity conditions.  In the first part, if 
Q'(x,y) * 5(x2+2y2) , 
52 
then there is no Q of discriminant -8 and M of 
determinant 5  such that QM ■=* Q '. 
For the second part, let Q and f be chosen such 
that  |S(f,Q)j ^ 2.  If M and N are inequivalent 
matrices of S(f,Q), then QM and QN are inequivalent 
and 
Q' » <QM> .! - (QN) _! n
  f M l w f N L 
can be derived from two inequivalent forms of the same 
discriminant. 
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